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Abstract

In this current time, software is rapidly developed to release at time-to-market, which is so critical to control the quality of the software. In our industrial fields, software developers still work on software maintenance without any design, documentation, and code visualization [1]. Thus, the need of software visualization based on reverse engineering has emerged. In previous papers, we mentioned a procedural method for software visualization and quality improvement [2, 3, and 4]. But this method is difficult to validate requirement satisfaction through tracing the customer requirements. We propose a requirement tracking model for requirement’s verification, which can visualize the actual object oriented code based on a SW visualization, and improve software quality through manually refactoring based on inner structure of the visualized code. The improved result can be verified through Software Requirement Tracking Model. We can also check how much to achieve between the quality improvements and the customer requirement satisfaction.

Key Words: Software Visualization, Requirement Validation, Tracking Matrix Model, Software Quality

1. Introduction

Recently the importance of the quality management of software is increased on software development. It makes software maintenance difficult due to software complexity, software invisibility, and developer’s environments. Nowadays, software industry has focused on the development process for software quality and time to market, which still focuses on code-centric development for how rapidly to develop the software. Therefore, we also consider the two more aspects 1) to improve bad habits of programmers, and 2) to work maintenance on code visualization without any design and documentation. In order to improve software quality management and maintenance, software engineers focus on reverse engineering, which analyzes the existing system without any design and documentation, and the original programmers. To easily analyze the inner structure of software, we try to use this approach. In previous studies, we proposed the visualized method of the internal object-oriented code structure, and software quality improvement process based on coupling of the modules [2, 3]. In addition, we measure modules based on coupling, define quality indicators, and improve the quality of software through refactoring. But this is difficult to verify software whether it is
correctly developed system based on requirements during software development or not. 54% of software projects failure factors has occurred from inadequate requirements management. Therefore, a systematic requirement verification methods are needed [5, 6]. In this paper, we propose a verification method through the Software Requirement Tracking Matrix Model. These results define the measure module and quality indicators. And it will improve the quality of software, which can verify the requirement through the requirements traceability model. Through these processes, we can check how much to achieve between the quality improvements and the initial code requirements.

This paper mentions as follows: Chapter 2 introduces to improve quality through the software visualization process. Chapter 3 describes the requirements for verification methods through tracking matrix. Chapter 4 describes the application, and chapter 5 mentions conclusions.

2. Software Visualization Process

In previous studies, we have proposed a quality improvement through visualization software [2, 3]. The visualized tool-chain has used with Open Source based tools such as Parser (or Analyzer), Database, View Composer. In addition, it consists of source code analysis, DB storage, and structural analysis, which performs each other as independent functions [1, 2, and 3]. With source code analysis, the Tool-Chain derives the data through the Parser, and finds the relationships between the object-oriented components (class, method, variable). With DB storage, it stores the analyzed information to the database (SQLite), and also defines table by class, method, or variable. And it arranges to generalize relations and associations. This classification easily looks up information in the structural analysis [3]. In the structural analysis, the Tool-Chain measures the coupling with arranged information. In the visualization, it can be visible the internal software structure through the View Composer. DOT Program is used as a visualization tools. Quality improvement method measures the software quality based on coupling [1, 2]. This software is based on the design principle of “strong cohesion and loose coupling” principle. The previous research suggests the way to measure quantitative measurement method [2, 3] for high software quality. In the module definition, a module unit is defined for the target software code. We also define a quality indicator for the quantitative measurement of all coupling elements such as data, stamp, control, external, common, and internal coupling. In order to develop a high-quality software, the coupling between the modules are needed to be minimized. Therefore, we define the quality indicator’s weighted values as follows: Data Coupling (1), Stamp Coupling (2), Control Coupling (3), External Coupling (4), Common Coupling (5), and Internal Coupling.
(6). After them, it automatically calculates the sum results of multiplication between the coupling index number and weight value of coupling modules in the whole code. Finally, analyzed the code pattern to detect the defined code patterns.

3. Validating Requirement through Requirement Tracking Matrix Model

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 1. A tracking process for verifying requirement satisfactions

Figure 1 shows a tracking process for verifying requirement satisfactions. This process consists of three steps as follows; ① Tool-Chain through static analysis of the object-oriented code in Step1, ② SW quality improvement in Step2, and ③ Satisfaction verification of requirements in Step 3. In this paper, we limit to mention the requirements satisfaction verification at step 3 in figure 1.

3.1 Our Tool-Chain for Statically Analyzing Object Oriented Code

In figure 1, step 3 is the process of extracting the UML class diagram from the code [1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, and 10]. This step is to extract the class diagram in order to visualize the requirements tracking model. In source code analysis step, the parser analyzes the object-oriented code, which extracts the elements of classes and the relationship information (generalization, association and dependent) among the classes. The database storing step classifies the extracted information, and stores them in each table. Association between the extracted elements is stored by one to one mapping. For example, if Class ‘A’ has methods ‘a’, ‘b’, this mapping information should be stored in two ways such as A->a, A->b. The structural analysis step compares and analyzes the dependencies between the classes and then measures coupling between them. The DB storage step extracts the elements classified from the modules. In this paper, we define a modular unit as a class. Therefore, the extracted information is the information of class and classes, methods, and variables. The visualization
step visualizes relationship between Classes.

3.2 Software Quality Improvement

Step 2 measures the quality of the software based on coupling [1, 2, and 3]. The class diagram extracted from step 3 defines the mapping relationship between the requirements and also shows the graph. For this purpose, in step 2 we define to measure both coupling modules and quality index, and then also define a code pattern. In other words, this step improves the software quality. In the module definition step, we define the module units from the target software code. In this paper, we focus on object-oriented language JAVA code, which mentions a class as the module. The quality indicators definition step sets a score per each coupling element. With this scores, we can recognize how much to have the coupling between modules, and also the cohesion. It is possible to work refactoring for the high-quality software.

3.3 Validating Requirement Satisfaction

Step 3 validates the initial requirement with the extracted results in step 1 & 2. It compares and analyzes both java source code and list of requirements (Step 1) defined by Redmine of the tool-chain. In this step, it also assigns the numbering on requirements in the coupling graph. We extract the class diagrams from coupling graph on source code, and also the requirement tracking rate to verify that the correct mapping requirements. The requirement tracking rate is calculated by dividing the number of detected requirement in the total number of the requirements as below:

\[
\text{Requirements Tracking Rate} = \frac{\text{The Number of Detected Requirements}}{\text{The Number of Total Requirements}}
\]  

[5]

4. Case Study

The case study is applied with the source code of our Use Case Diagram Drawing Tool. It can extract a class diagram from the source code (Java) of the use-case diagram tool in step 1. At step 2, it measures software quality metrics based on all coupling elements. To improve the quality of the software, the refactoring repetitively is performed until getting the suitable measured value. Then, we continually extract the bad smell pattern during/after refactoring [11]. In this case, we find bad smell patterns such as the Message Chain and Duplicated Code Pattern. Therefore, as we can remove these pattern, it may possible to improve the strong coupling mechanism to the loose one. Figure 2 shows a part of the code visualization graph extracted through this tool-chain after statically analyzing object-oriented code. It also extracts the coupling elements between the measured classes in this visualization graph.
through a View Composer based on this source code. The graph shows the rectangle as the identifier of the class, the arrow as indicator between the referencing class and the referenced class.

![Graph showing class relationships]

Fig. 2. The code visualization graph extracted through this tool-chain

![Code snippet before and after deletion of message chains]

Fig. 3. An example to remove the Message Chain of bad smell pattern

Figure 3 shows an example to remove the Message Chain of bad smell pattern. At step 3, it illustrates the requirements tracking rate the mapping relationship between the class diagram and client requirements.
Fig. 4. An analysis process of the requirements

Figure 4 shows an analysis process of the requirements defined by our tool-chain (Redmine) and the source code. This process defines the mapping relationship between the class diagram and the requirements [2, 3].

Our mapping relationship method analyzes the java code related with the requirements, and assigns the comment (//@Requirement Number) at the start point of the associated code [5]. When the tool-chain is running, it compares between a commented section and the Database information. If there are the information associated with the database, the tool-chain enters the requirement numbers (like REQ002...) within the class.

Fig. 5. An extracted mapping relationship

Figure 5 illustrates an extracted mapping relationship. ‘Before’ part is derived from the extracted results of step 1, 2 in figure 1. ‘After’ part is the extracted result from defining a mapping relationship between the classes and requirements. Each requirement number is marked in each associated class (CmenuBar ↔ REQ002/003/004/005/007). The extracted information is used to calculate the requirement tracking rate [5]. The total number of requirements of the Use Case Diagram Drawing Tool is 29. The number of mapped requirements is 13. Therefore, the requirements traceability rate of the applicable case is 45%. The results shows that only 45%. The results shows that only 45% of the total requirements is reflected in this application tool.
Fig. 6. The results of a requirements traceability rate

Figure 6. is the results of a requirements traceability rate derived from the examples.

5. Conclusion

In order to develop high-quality software, the correct requirements from the initial development lifecycle is crucially required. It happens to fail software projects due to the insufficient requirements management and frequent changes [6]. To solve this problem, a systematic requirement validation method is essential. In this paper, we propose a requirements traceability model to validate the requirements satisfaction. This model not only maps relationship between the existing results (such as the extracted design from the software code and the code visualization graph) and client requirements. It also shows the class diagram through visualizing the associated requirements. In addition, this model may improve the quality of the code, and validate the original requirements. In the future, we will study the additional quality metrics and the code pattern to find defects. We will study the extraction method how to extract all designs (such as sequence, package, and use case diagram) from the code based reverse engineering through code visualization.
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